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What is ROBUSTMILK?

• EU small collaborative project

• Started April 2008

• Completed April 2012

• 6 Northern European partners
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Partners

Moorepark

Scottish Agric. 

College (SAC) Swedish Uni of 

Agric. Sci. (SLU)

Gembloux Uni.

Wageningen Uni.

Lelystad Animal Sciences
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Objective

To develop new practical technologies
to allow breeders to re-focus their 
selection to include milk quality and 
dairy cow robustness and to evaluate 
the consequences of selection for 
these traits taking cognisance of 
various milk production systems

Healthy, fertile, 
long-living cow

capacity to handle 
environmental disturbances
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Project outline (6 WPs)

1. Common database

2. Phenotypic measurement tools

3. Statistical tools

4. Genomic tools

5. Dissemination

6. Management
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WP1. Common database
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Accuracy of genomic selection
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• To gather phenotypic and genotypic 
data (including fixed effects) from all 
partners into a single database with a 
single pedigree file

• Database available on password 
protected website

Objective
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• Database complete

• Currently defining phenotypes (energy 
balance) from stored individual phenotypic 
components

• Estimation of variance components across 
countries – can the data be merged?

Status
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WP2. Phenotypic 
measurement tools
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“In the era of genomics, 
the phenotype is king”

– Mike Coffey (SAC)
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Objective

• To evaluate the usefulness of routinely 
measured milk mid-infrared 
spectrometry to predict

– Milk quality (fatty acid content, lactoferrin)

– Robustness (energy balance)

• Estimates of genetic parameters
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Milk fatty acid content

517 milk samples
(Belgium, Ireland, Scotland)

Calibration
267 milk samples

Validation
250 milk samples

X = TPT + E

Y = TQT + F
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Proportion of variance explained  
in external validation
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Soyeurt et al., JDS (In Press)
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Proportion of variance explained  
in external validation

0.910.870.91Long chain
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Energy Balance

418 lactations from 268 cows
(Experimental herd in Scotland)

Calibration
306 milk samples

Validation
112 milk samples

X = TPT + E

Y = TQT + F
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Accuracy of prediction
• Energy balance

– Across lactation  = 0.71 to 0.76

– Early lactation = 0.70 to 0.78

• Energy intake

– Across lactation  = 0.82 to 0.85

– Early lactation = 0.80 to 0.88

• Body condition score

– Across lactation = 0.45 to 0.48

– Early lactation = 0.07 to 0.21
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Next steps

• Validate energy balance equations in 
Irish dataset

• Estimate (co)variance components
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WP3. Statistical tools
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Objective

• Develop the statistical tools to model 

robustness (i.e., sensitivity to micro-

and macro-environments)

• Develop statistical tools for modelling 

milk quality (somatic cell count)

• Joint models for milk quality and 

robustness
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Approach

(Herd) environment
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Outcomes to date

• SCC>500,000 cells/mL and logσSCC better predictor 

of mastitis irrespective of whether measured weekly 

or monthly

• Genetic evaluations for probability of getting 

mastitis and probability of recovering from mastitis 

using just SCC data

• Number of somatic cells may be better than SCC

• Developed statistical methodology to estimate 

genetic variation in residual variance 
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Next steps

• Combine models to simultaneously 

estimate genetics of residual variance 

and environmental sensitivity across 

large environmental differences 
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WP4. Genomic tools
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Objective

• Undertake whole genome associations 
for milk quality and robustness in 
research dairy cows across consortium 
members
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Approach

• Holstein cows from four countries

– Ireland: 546

– Scotland: 653

– Sweden: 144

– The Netherlands: 590

• Illumina Bovine50 Beadchip
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Two-dimensional scaling of identity 
by state among genotypes
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Associations – milk yield
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Associations – fat:protein ratio
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Future work

• Expand the number of phenotypes

– Actual energy balance

– Dry matter intake

– Fertility

– Somatic cell count

• Develop new methods of undertaking 
associations

– Bivariate analyses
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Conclusions

• Progress can only be achieved by working 
together and intellectual property should be 
left at the door

• Huge potential for developing phenotypic 
tools…just a bit of clear thinking

• Improved models for evaluating udder health 

• Significant genomic associations detected 
with ~1,500 cows
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http://www.robustmilk.eu

The RobustMilk project receives financial support from the 

Commission of the European Communities, FP7, KBBE-2007-1. 
This presentation represents the authors’ views and does not 
necessarily represent a position of the Commission who will not 
be liable for the use made of such information.


